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A comprehensive aeroelastic analysis of helicopter

swept tip length

rotor blade with advanced tips and trailing edge flaps is

aerodynamic loads distributed along

coupled with a unsteady aerodynamic model and a

length of blade in axial, lag and flap

efficient rotor wake modeling. The aeroelastie analysis

dircctions,rcspcctively

is based on finite element theory in space and time.

aerodynamic

Each rotor blade is assumed to undergo flap bending,

direction

lag bending and elastic twist deflections. The blade
response

rs

calculated

from

nonlinear

periodic

moment

in

torsional

kl,

flap bending moment at blade root

i], )i

position vectors of point P before and

equations using a finite element in time scheme. An

after deformations

unsteady aerodynamic model including flap effects is

R

used for calculating the airloads of two dimensional

1;1111

rotor radius

ransformation matrix relating n-th to
m-th segment coordinates

airfoil with trailing edge flap. For induced inflow
distributions on the rotor disk, a constant vorticity

V,

velocity of point P in local coordinate

contom wake model is used. Numerical results show

oU,iW,bW

variations in the strain energy, the

that blade response and loads m·e sensitive to wake

kinetic energy and the virtual work

model, tip sweep angle and trailing edge flap. The rotor

done by external forces respectively

wake analysis is important for capturing the harmonics

U, V, W

blade elastic displacements in the axial,
lag and flap directions

x, 7J,S

curvilinear coordinates

of low speed aerodynamic loads. The swept tip
increases the vibratory component of torsional loads.

angle of attack

The trailing edge flap inputs increase the blade

attack angles of rotor disk

torsional response as compared to the baseline blade.
Nomenclature

b'

f1ap def1ection angle

r

Lock number

,1

rotor inflow ratio

a

pitch axils location (semi-chords)

fl

rotor advance ratio

b
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pitch control settings
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semi chord
Thcodorsen's function

eM

moment coef1icicnt about 1/4-chord
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lift force coefficient

p

weight coefficient

e

f1ap hinge location (semi-chords)

e /fr

hub-fixed rotating coordinates system
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blade pitch
blade pretwist
mass density of beam
solidity ratio
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geometric constants for flap

Subscripts

vertical shear force at blade root
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angular velocity of rotor

refers to quasi-steady

refers to blade tip

substantial pitching moments as well as changing
airfoil lift characteristics. Milloll and Friedmann

Introduction

implemented a fesibility study utlizing a springrestrained offset-hinged rigid blade (Ref I 0), and then,

Helicopter rotors operating in high speed flight

the analysis was improved to include an elastic blade

encounter transonic flow conditions on the advancing
blade tips. A drag rise associated with the transonic

model, refinements to the aerodynamic model, and a
time domain solution (Ref 11-12).

flow increases the power needed to drive the rotor, and

In the present study, a comprehensive aeroelastio

the vibration levels associated with the high speed

analysis of helicopter rotor blade with advanced tips

flight condition increases considerably. One way to

and trailing edge flaps is coupled with a unsteady

reduce the drag rise on the advancing side is to modify

aerodynamic model and a efficient rotor wake

the tip planform of the blade. To reduce the vibration

modeling. The aeroelastio analysis is based on finite

levels, one can usc the active control technology. With

element theory in space and time. In order to better

the development and application of composite materials

represent the structural modeling of the advanced tip, a

and advanced smart struotrne, the feasibility of using

special finite element is developed to model the tip of

advanced tips and trailing edge flaps has increased
substantially
for
improving
helicopter
rotor

blade. For the induced inflow distribution on the rotor
disk, the constant vorticity oontom· wake model is

performance and reducing vibration levels.

included.

For

calculating

the

airloads

of two

Early research on swept-tip blades was primarily

dimensional airfoil with trailing edge flap, the unsteady

focused on aerodynamic performance characteristics of

aerodynamic model of Leislnnan (Ref 13-14) including

blades (Ref 1-2). Desopper performed aerodynamic

the effect of the trailing edge flap is used. The

calculations of an isolated rigid blade with advanced

aeroelastic analysis involving computation of advanced

tips using a detailed CFD method (Ref 1). Coli and

tip structural and trailing edge flap aerodynanric

Friedmann used a Galerkin type finite element

matrices has been implemented by using the computer

approach to refine the structural representation of

programme

swept-tip blade, and studied the aeroelastic response

Multidisciplinary

and stability of the rotor in forward flight (Ref 3).

developed at Nanjing University of Aeronautics and

Banquet

Astronautics (Ref 17).

and

Chopra

developed

an

acroelastic

ARMDAS
Design

(Advanced
and

Analysis

Rotorcraft
System)

formulation for tho advanced tip using the finite
Formulation

clement method based on Hamilton's principle (Ref 4).
Kim developed the formulation to include nonlinear
transformation relations between the tip and the main

The rotor comprises a number of advanced geometry

inboard blade. Three-dimensional aerodynamics was

flexible blades. Each blade is composed of an arbitrary

also included (Ref 5). Bir and Chopra developed a new

number

formulation restricted not to blade tip alone but

segments. The main blade can have an arbitrary

applicable to a blade varying sweep, droop, twist and

prcoone. All other segments can be arbitrarily

planform. Tho effects of fuselage motion in formulation

configured in space with different sweep and pretwist.

of forces wore also included (Ref 6).

The analytical model provides for offsets of

Vibration reduction with trailing edge flaps has been

section tension center, center of mass and aerodynamic

the subject of several experimental and analytical

center from the clastic axis. An arbitrmy number of

studios in recent years (Ref 7-9). Those studios

finite clements can be used to model each segment. For

involved plain trailing edge flaps. Such flaps arc

the trailing edge flaps, it is assumed that the flap itself

hinged portions of the individual blade and are used for

is mass balanced and has negligible moment of inertia

lift control. Another type of flaps, tho servo flaps, are

so that all mass couplings between flap and blade can

mounted aft of tho blade trailing edge, and thus provide

be ignored. In addition, the mass of the trailing edge
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of

Euler-Bernoulli-beam-type

straight

blade

flap actuator is assumed to be zero.

coordinates.
By differentiating the position vector with respect to

Equations of motion

the nonrotating frame, the velocity of the point P in the
local coordinate are obtained. It can be expressed as

The equations of motion are derived using Hamilton's
principle

(4)

,,

J(i5U- 8T- OW)dt = o
,,

i5U,8T

where

and

OW

where

(1)

n, = {o,o,n)"
0.6 = {B",o,o}"

are, respectively, the

variations in the strain energy, the kinetic energy and
the virtual work done by external forces.

eu,.

represents the rotating hub-fixed coordinates

eb

system.

For swept-tip blade, the key problems are the
computations of the blade kinetic energy,
virtual work,

OW, done

8T,

and the

by the aerodynamic forces on

represents the undeformed m-th segment

coordinates of the k-th blade.

Q

represents the

angular velocity of rotor. () P represents the angular

the blade. The variation in kinetic energy for an elastic

velocity of blade pitching.

beam is derived in the undeformed coordinate system

The variation of kinetic energy is expressed as

of an elastic blade including tip sweep and pretwist.
These are also valid for the straight-tip blade.

It is important for the derivation of kinetic energy of

oT = "

JfJ pV. oVd77dl;dx

(5)

0 A

clastic beam to determine the position vector of an
arbitrary point in the deformed blade with respect to
the inertial reference frame. Consider a typical m-th
blade segment. The position vectors of arbitrmy point
P in the m-th blade segment before and after
deformations can be expressed as

11111

-~n

km

f' -r

point along the y-axis and z-axis of the undeformed
coordinate

system.

Substituting

the

velocity

expressions and integrating over the cross section, one
the variation of kinetic

energy.

m··l

km

I; denote the position of an arbitrmy

obtains the expressions of

y·r r + e,. x , e,. v
/_, - "'e,.
L...t
h -

where 1) and

km 1 /'

(2)

The virtual work

(3)

5W

OW can be expressed as:

IVO

.".,

li_l

m::.,l_·T

~ ,'f'

-T

-T

-,T

= Lek,)Jrm/"'n +ekmXP +ekmOP +ekmYP
n=-0

=

J"(L,5u + Lv5v + Lw5w + M/ii/J)dx

(6)

0

arc the external
\vhcrc

Xp

aerodynamic loads distributed along the length of the

= {x,O,O} T

blade in the axial, lag, flap and torsion directions,

Yp = {0, l),I;)T
s,,={u,v,w)

l'mn
7T
ekm

::::

respectively.

T

Aerodynamic loads for the dynamic analysis are
calculated using the unsteady aerodynamic model of

1
Tnh · Tmb

represents

Leishman (Ref 13-14).
the

undcformcd m-th

coordinates of the k-th blade.

1;""

segment

represents the

transformation matrix relating the undcformed n-th
segment coordinates to the undcformcd m-th segment
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The lift and moment on a two dimensional airfoil with
plain trailing edge flap is given as

C,v(l)= C~(t)+2nC(k)[aq,+5q,j
CM(t) =

Rotor wake modeling

(7)

C,~/t)+n-( a +~)c(k)[a", +5q,]

For the calculation of the rotor induced inflow, a rotor
wake model is required. A simple model is the linear

+c,z; (I)

(8)

inflow model, such as the Dress model. A complex

where

t
CN; c)

Jrha

b

[h.. -trab a.. v1· ~

=~-+~Jr.

v

v2

~u--

,~

wake model involves the rotor wake structural analysis.

hi·"]
-tu

In the present study, a rotor wake modeling using

1

circulation contours is used to calculate the nonuniform

(9)

c;

(t) = _

M

_!!_[(~+a')h'a-abh]
2V
8

method of constant vorticity contow·s wake modeling

2

for a helicopter rotor is developed. This method

- 2 ~, [(F; + (e- a)I';)b'B]
Cq'(t)=
M

inflow distribution on the rotor disk. A new efficient

1
---~
[Trv(2.-a)ba+(F
2V'
2

4

includes three parts: the pre-process of circulation

(IO)

distribution, the determination of generating points of
constant

+F10 )V 2 5

vorticity

contours

and

the

rotor

wake

modeling. Compared to the vortex-lattice wake model,
the constant vorticity contour wake model has many
advantages, such as the reduction of the number of
vortex clements and more reasonable distribution of
vortex elements as shown in Fig. l.
Rotor load and response
Under the free flight condition, one can establish six
equilibrium equations of the vehicle three force
(vertical, longitudinal and lateral), and three moments

Note that in these expressions the F terms arc
gcomrtric constants that depend only on the size of the

(pitch, roll and yaw) equations. For a specified weight
coefficient Cw and advance ratio Jl , the trim solution

flap relative to the airfoil chord (details in Ref 14).

calculates the attack angles of rotor disk (a,,¢.,), the
the

pitch control settings (en, e"' e~,) and the tail rotor

information about the \Vinci velocity seen by a blade is

thrust. These trim values are recalculated iteratively

required. The resultant velocity seen at a blade section

using the modified rotor hub forces and moments

consists of the incoming velocity, the blade motion,

including the blade clastic responses.

and the induced inflow. It can be expressed as

The blade loads in rotating frame (i.e. shear forces and

For

the

calculation

v = e' x + iv
S

kmm

km

x

of the

blade airloads,

e' x - e' v
kmm

kmw

bending /torsion moments) arc calculated using the

(I 4)

Ioree summation method. In this approach, blade

aerodynamic and inertia forces arc directly integrated
where

over the length of the blade. The hub loads in fixed

frame arc calculated by summing the contributions
1

V,. •••• {pQ/I,O,),QR}

(15)

from individual blades.

A = r'il".ra
r. s +A

(I G)

The steady response involves the determination of lime

1

dependent

Jl is the rotor advance ratio, a_ is the attack angle of
.
1

rotor disk_

R is the rotor radius and A; is the

nondimcnsional rotor induced inflovv.

locations

blade

for

one

positions

rotor

at

different

revolution.

To

azimuth

reduce

computational time, the finite clement equations arc

transformed into normal mode equations based on the
coupled natural modes of the blade.
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These nonlinear periodic coupled equations are solved

different

for steady response based on using the temporal finite

nonuniform in.flow model show considerable variations

clement method. One rotor revolution is discretized
into a number of time elements. Lagrangian shape

of the induced in.flow distribution at the azimuth angle
90 degree and 270 degree.

functions are used as the time interpolation fmtctions.

Figure 3 to figure 5 present the calculated steady tip

Response periodicity conditions are used during the

response for one cycle. Predicted results with different

assembly of the time finite element equations. The

tip sweep angles show considerable effects of tip

resulting nonlinear algebraic normal mode equations

sweep on baldc steady aeroelastic response.

are solved using a modified Newton method to yield

Figure 3 shows that the .flap de.flcction decreases
somewhere with increasing sweep angle.

the blade steady response.

wake

models.

Predicted

results

with

Figure 4 shows the blade lag dc.flcction at tip with
azimuth. It is observed that only the steady component

Results and Discussion

of the lag response decreases with tip sweep and the
Numerical results are calculated for an advance

vibratOty part is less unaffected. This is due to the

gcomctty four-bladed, soft-inplane hingeless rotor
with Lock number y = 5.2, solidity ratio u = 0.07 ,

effect of centrifugal force.

thrust

level

C, = 0.005,

blade

ratio

Figure 5 shows considerable effect of tip sweep on the

= 0.08R, linear

torsional response. This is caused perhaps by an

and zero precone. The trailing

increase of torsional moment with sweep due to an

c I R = 0.05 5, swept tip length /""
pretwist 8 ,,

= -5°

aspect

kinematic axial-lag couplcing and the straightening

after shift of the aerodynamic center at the tip from the

edge .flap is of 20% blade chord and extended from 8090% blade radius. It is assumed that the effect of the

blade clastic axils.
Figure 6 shows the vertical shear load at blade root for

gap between the trailing edge of the blade and the

two different models. It is shown that the effects of the

leading edge of the .flap is neglected. The chordwisc
locations of blade center of gravity, aerodynamic

prescribed wake model on the vertical shear load arc

center, and tensile axis from the clastic axis arc

assumed to be zero. The fuselage center of gravity lies
on the shaft axis and is located at a distance 0.2R
below the rotor hub center. The fuselage drag
coefficient in terms of .flat plat area, i.e.,

f

I ~rR' is

taken as 0.01. The structural properties of the blade arc
assumed uniform and taken from Ref 17.

For the

analysis, the blade is discrctizcd into six beam

clements and one element presents swept tip. To reduce
the computational time, the first six coupled rotating
natural modes (three .flap, two lag and one torsional
modes) arc used. For the periodic steady response of
the rotor, one cycle of time is discrctizcd into six time
clements and each time clement is described by a
quartic Lagrange polynomial distribution along the

azimuth. The first .flap, lag, and torsional frequencies
arc !.15/rcv, 0.74/rcv, and 4.45/rcv, respectively. The
numerical results arc calculated for different wake
models, tip sweep angles and open loop .flap inputs.
Figure 2 shows the calculated inflow distributions with
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quite large as compared to those of the linear inflow
model (Dress model).
For the low speed flight condition, it is concluded that
the prescribed wake model plays an important role as
compared to the linear inflow model. It is also
observed that the discrepancy in calculated results
between two inflow models is more distinct in load
prediction than in blade response.
The rotor transmits the harmonic components from the
rotating frame to the nonrotating frame in the form of
hub loads. For a four-bladed rotor, the transmitted hub
loads consist primarily of 4/rcv harmonics in the
nonrotating frame. Figure 7 presents the calculated

4/rcv vertical hub load variation with advance ratio for
different tip sweep angles. [t is shown that the swepttip blade can reduce the 4/rcv vertical hub load for
most advance ratios. It is also observed that there is a

peak of load distribution in low speed region. Because
the rotor wake plays an important role for low speed
.flight condition.
Figure 8 shows the effects of tip sweep on the vertical

shear load at blade root in the rotating frame. It is

condition.

shown that the effects of tip sweep on the blade root

4.

The

trailing

edge

flap

inputs

introduce

load are not large as compared to the sweep effects on

considerable increase of the blade torsional

the vertical hub load in nonrotating frame.

response as compared to the baseline blade. The

Figure 9 shows the effects of tip sweep on the flap

vibration reductions with the plain trailing edge

bending moments at blade root in the rotating frame. It

flap arc more closely associated with changes in

is shown that the effects of tip sweep on the flap

blade torsional response than with changes in

bending moments at blade root arc large.

blade flap or lag bending response.

The

difference in results between the straight tip and the
swept-tip may be caused by the change in the effective
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